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Abstract—2048 is a popular game for which plenty of computer
players have been created. However, many created 2048 players,
especially all DNN-based ones, only implicitly use tile values as
inputs and access tile position information. In this study, we take
one of the best DNN-based 2048 players as a baseline and propose
a 2048 player directly using both tile values and tile positions
as inputs. Additionally, we explore the possibility of embedding
all tile values and positions that we then concatenate with the
network’s regular value inputs.

We first train these variations in a short session and then select
the best two models with the baseline to be further trained in a
long session. Our best two methods performed better than the
baseline DNN player in both short and long training sessions.

Index Terms—game 2048, DNN, position embedding

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have had
great success in the development of computer game players.
Several of them have achieved expert-level results, such as:
AlphaGo Zero (Go) [1], Alpha Zero (Chess and Shogi) [2],
AlphaStar (StarCraft II) [3], DeepStack (Poker) [4].

2048 is an “easy to learn but hard to master” game which
made it popular globally on mobile. It is played on a 4 × 4
grid board. In an initial state, two tiles are placed randomly
with values 2 (p = 0.9) or 4 (p = 0.1). After the player
selects a direction, all tiles will move to it. Colliding tiles of
the same value merge into a double valued tile. The player’s
score increases by the merged tile’s value, and a random empty
cell generates a tile of value 2 (p = 0.9) or 4 (p = 0.1). The
game ends if the player cannot move the tiles in any direction.
The original goal is to create a tile with a value of 2048, but
it has already been trivialized using intelligent agents. The
current goal is to reach as high score as possible before the
game ends.

2048 agents mainly use N-Tuple Networks and DNNs to
evaluate board states. So far, The best DNN-based 2048
agents [5] have not been able to outperform the state-of-the-
art agent based on N-Tuple Networks [6]. Given the success
of DNNs in other games, we expect that it is still possible to
improve their performance in 2048.

In most board games, a game state consists of:
• pieces (in 2048, each piece is a tile with a value), and
• meta information (in 2048, this includes the turn number

and the score).

The pieces are usually encoded as arrays of piece values
that are fed to neural networks. Convolution layers in neural
networks are good at capturing local features in their input.
Then, positional relationships between pieces over the board
are implicitly captured through multiple layers.

The success of Transformer networks [7] in Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) inspired us to design networks so
that they explicitly handle the relationships of pieces. The
Transformer networks are based on two main techniques:
attention and position embedding. Both of these techniques
allow a neural network to capture and handle relationships
over the entire input.

In this paper, we focus on position embedding techniques
applied to 2048. Starting with one of the best CNN (CNN22
[8]) as a baseline, we extend the network to explicitly take
the information of piece (tile) positions.1 We encode the tile
positions with one-hot vectors (we call them position vectors).
The position vectors are concatenated with the array of tile
values and fed directly or indirectly to the CNN22 network.

The main contributions of the paper are summarized as
follows.2

• We designed three networks that take tile values and tile
positions as inputs (Section III). In all cases, we kept
the baseline CNN22 structure and extended it to handle
position vectors.

• To test our concept, we first evaluated the three proposed
networks and the baseline with a short-term training
session (about one day with a commodity GPU) (Section
IV-A). The results showed that our proposed networks
play better than the baseline with the help of position
vectors.

• We further conducted a long-term training experiment
(about ten days) for the best two networks and our
baseline method (Section IV-B). In this experiment, we
evaluated the networks using greedy (1-ply lookahead)
and expectimax (3-ply lookahead) search, and compared
them with the baseline DNN agent. Our best agent
achieved an average score of 226,171 with greedy play

1We consider that 2048’s board size is too small to benefit from the power
of the attention mechanism.

2Programs are available at https://github.com/wwk1397/Improving-DNN-
based-2048-Players-with-Global-Embedding



and 389,288 with expectimax (3-ply) search. These two
results in long-term training are 51,961 and 9,374 better
than the best method in [8].

II. CNN22: BASELINE NEURAL NETWORK

CNN22 [8] is a 5-layer convolutional neural network trained
using TD-learning with some game-specific tricks. The input
of CNN22 is an array of size (4,4,16) consisting of 4×4
one-hot vectors encoding tile values. CNN22 applies two
convolution layers with 2× 2 kernels followed by three fully-
connected layers as shown in Fig. 1(a). The network’s output
is an evaluation value of the input state, where the value is
trained to be an expected score from the state.

The training in [8] used the following settings and tricks:
• 5 generator threads: Training data is generated with 5

computational threads that perform game plays with the
latest neural network.

• Batch1024: Afterstates (states after moving tiles and
before a random tile appearing) are sampled in groups
of 1024.

• S-jump: Initial boards may have tiles with bigger value
than rules dictate upon termination.

• Restart: Instead of resetting, a generator thread rewinds
an episode by a half and resumes playing from there.

III. NEURAL NETWORK STRUCTURES

As discussed in Introduction, convolution layers capture
local spatial relationships effectively and find global relation-
ships over multiple layers.

In 2048, as in other games, tile positions are important. One
major heuristic in 2048 focuses on keeping the tile with the
largest value in a board corner. Knowing explicitly the position
of a tile can thus be useful to understand and learn this kind
of strategy effectively.

A. Extended Input

We develop three networks by extending CNN22. The
input of the network is extended to the global input with a
value array and position array, which will be detailed in the
following subsections.

Here is the definition of value array and position array. Parts
of these arrays are shown in Fig. 2.

• Value array: Size (4, 4, 16). Includes 4 × 4 one-hot
vectors of tile values.

• Position array: Size (4, 4, 4 + 4). Includes:
– 4× 4 one-hot vectors of row coordinates (4, 4, 4).
– 4 × 4 one-hot vectors of column coordinates (4, 4,

4).

B. Direct Encoding of Positions

This input part directly feeds the concat array to the CNN22
network. Instead of only using the value array as the input,
we add the position array into the input part by bypassing
it. Therefore, we call this modified version the Bypass-CNN
(BP-CNN). It is illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

TABLE I
NEURAL NETWORKS USED IN THE PAPER

Network number of weights speed (pos./hour)
CNN22 2,902,273 2.41× 106

BP-CNN 2,910,465 2.21× 106

FC-CNN 2,927,009 2.22× 106

CNN-CNN 2,930,577 2.00× 106

We keep the number of channels after the convolution
layers, and thus only the first convolution layer has more
weights. Since the number of channels after the first layer
is small, the number of weights has increased by 0.28%, as
shown in Table I.

C. Extended Encoding of Board Information

We extend the idea of providing global information as input
to a CNN network by adding different submodels, which
mean learnable network structures of analyzing the global
information, to the CNN22’s input.

We create two networks with different submodules:
• FC-CNN: This network’s submodule consists of two

fully connected layers with 32 and 128 neurons respec-
tively. The output of the second layer is reshaped to a
4 × 4 × 8 array, concatenated with the Index input, and
fed to CNN22. The structure of FC-CNN is presented in
Fig. 1(c).

• CNN-CNN: This network’s submodule contains two con-
volution layers using 2×2 kernels with 16 filters and 3×3
kernels with 128 filters respectively. As with FC-CNN,
the submodule’s output is then reshaped, concatenated,
and fed to the CNN22 part of the network. The structure
of CNN-CNN is presented in Fig. 1(d).

IV. EVALUATION

A. Short Training Experiment

We first train each network for 5×107 actions. The progress
is measured with greedy play.

During the training part, we use computers with an Intel
Core i7-9800X CPU and two NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti
GPUs. Each program in this study uses only one GPU.

The networks are trained using the S-jump and restart
methods (introduced in section II). The speed of training and
the number of weights of each network are shown in table I.
To test the effect of adding position embedding, we do not
increase the number of parameters of the original model more
than 1%.

The snapshots with the network weights were taken for
every 106 training actions. After training 50 × 106 actions,
we got 50 snapshots for each network. For each snapshot,
100 greedy games are played for the evaluation.

Figure 3 shows training progress for four networks plotted
with respect to the number of training actions.

FC-CNN and CNN-CNN get a better average score than
CNN22. BP-CNN, however, only performs similarly to
CNN22. This shows that adding the global input directly
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Fig. 2. Parts of the value arrays and the arrays concat with both value and
position at (0,3), (1,1), and (3,2). The blue characters consist of row and
column position one-hot vectors.

may not make the DNNs-based model analyze the global
information effectively.

B. Long Training Experiment

Based on the short training experiment, we select the two
best networks and the baseline network to be further trained
for a total of 5×108 actions. The snapshots with the weights of
the networks were taken every 107 training actions. Besides
the number of training actions, we keep the same training
parameters as for the short training.

We measure training progress with greedy (1-ply search),
and expectimax (3-ply search) plays. In the greedy play, we
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Fig. 3. Experiment 1. Average scores for different networks in greedy play.

play 300 games for each snapshot. In the expectimax play, we
play 15 games for each snapshot.

As we can see in Table II and Fig. 4, with the expectimax (3-
ply search) play, FC-CNN achieves its highest average score
389,288 at 400 × 106 actions. CNN-CNN gets its highest
average score 375,794 at 450 × 106 actions. CNN22 gets its
highest average score 379,914 at 450× 106 actions.

With the greedy play, FC-CNN achieves its highest average
score 226,171 at 500×106 actions. CNN-CNN gets its highest
average score 195,816 at 450 × 106 actions. CNN22 gets its
highest average score 174,210 at 450× 106 actions.

Compared with our baseline model CNN22, the best av-
erage score of FC-CNN increased by 51,961 with greedy
play, however, only 9,374 with expectimax (3-ply search) play.
This may be caused by the greedy training method. In the
training part, the data is generated by the neural network with
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Fig. 4. Experiment 2. Average scores of greedy (1-ply) and expectimax (3-
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the greedy method. Therefore, the improvement of the neural
network’s effect may be more reflected in the greedy play
result than the expectimax (3-ply search) play result.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on explicitly providing global
information to CNN networks rather than implicitly. To do
so, we created BP-CNN, FC-CNN, and CNN-CNN to utilize
this extended information and added it to the input of CNN22,
the previously established DNN-based 2048 player.

Using this method, we improved the results of the previous
agent in both short and long term training. FC-CNN achieved
the best performance with an average score of 389,288 with
expectimax (3-ply) play and 226,171 with greedy play.

The highest average score of expectimax (3-ply) play of
FC-CNN is higher than that of our baseline method CNN22 at
9,374, which is much smaller than the improvement of greedy
play at 51,961. We speculate that changing training methods
could yield improvements. It is also possible that different
methods of encoding global information could deliver better
results in the future.
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